Summary of Modifications/Changes in this Update

This Summary of Changes is for information only.
It is not a part of the referenced document, and should not be used for project documentation.

DATE OF THIS VERSION:
July 1, 2020

TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
Division 26 Electrical and Lighting Details

DATE OF VERSION BEING SUPERSEDED (old):
April 1, 2014

DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT (previous title, number, other identifying data):
Division 26 Electrical Details

SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN THIS VERSION:

1. SD260511-01 to SD260511-14: Revising and renumbering of old details with number SD260511-01 to SD260511-17. Revisions and edits consist of including current VA logo, deleting unused electrical and lighting abbreviations and symbols, editing power and lighting symbols descriptions, re-numbering detail numbers in order to retain the detail numbering in sequence.
2. SD260526-01: Revising to include current VA logo.
3. SD260533-01 to SD260533-05: Revising to include current VA logo. Editing component descriptions and renderings to comply with latest shop drawings. Revising to provide clarity.
4. SD260539-01: Revising to include current VA logo. Revising to provide clarity.
5. SD260541-01 to SD260541-05: Revising to include current VA logo. Revising to provide clarity.
6. SD262726: Revising to include current VA logo. Editing component descriptions and renderings to comply with latest shop drawings. Revising to provide clarity.
7. SD263213: Revising to include current VA logo. Revising to provide clarity.
8. SD265100-01 to SD265100-06: Revising to include current VA logo. Editing component
descriptions and renderings to comply with latest shop drawings. Revising to provide
clarity.
9. SD265600-01 to SD265600-05: Revising to include current VA logo. Editing component
descriptions and renderings to comply with latest shop drawings. Revising to provide
clarity.